
LaunchPad for iPad or Samsung Galaxy   
Assembly Instructions



Position base plate over aluminium collar of bottom post, 
ensuring the two rivets closest to the base point toward the 
sides of the plate (towards security slot). Insert and tighten 4 
off base plate screws to secure.

Feed USB end of cable through top of 
upper post, leaving approximately  
15-20cm of overhang.
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Carefully stand base and bottom post assembly upright, and 
slide plastic cap over post to hide the aluminium collar. 
 
If you are not using cable management for charging, please 
proceed to stage 5.
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Carefully slide upper post over bottom post, 
aligning the holes to the fixing screws inside the 
connector.

Using allen key provided turn all four 
screws, through holes in upper post, 
anticlockwise so the heads of the 
screws securely engage with the inside 
of the post. 

If applicable, feed cable through 
rear of enclosure. Align holes of 
enclosure with threaded inserts 
at the top of the post. Insert and 
tighten 4 screws to secure.
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Continue feeding USB end of cable through 
upper section of bottom post until it protrudes 
from the base, ensuring cable is kept clear of 
foot pads.



If applicable, plug charge/sync cable into tablet.

Place tablet inside enclosure ensuring it is centrally positioned 
within the relevant corner mouldings.

Fully remove security screw in rear of enclosure using key 
provided and lift fascia clear.

Replace fascia, re-insert and tighten security screw to secure.
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Lasso the security cord to a stationary 
anchor point, by passing the lock body 
through the looped end of the security 
cable.
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Align and insert end of lock into 
security slot of LaunchPad base.

LaunchPad Lock and Cable
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Rotate key through 90° to lock.
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